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Diane Callicutt and 

Wayne Hicks have been se
lected Mr, and Mrs. 
Fashionality for May. Both 

students are as well-liked, 
, attractive, and friendly,
. as they are well-dressed.

A pretty brunette,Diane 
ippears very lovely in a 
blue denim shift. The
shift may be worn straight; 
however, it has an attach
able sash. White pearl
buttons run parallel along 
the front of the shift and 
end at the tapered waist
line, A sailor collar is 
another complement to the 
simple lines of the dress. 
Diane adds a red, wool , 
cardigan sweater which
proves a handsome contrast 
in the color scheme of the 
uniform. Other red access

ories complete the total 
color scheme in the tra
ditional colors—  red and 
blue. Loafers of medium 
brown add the crowning 
touch to a lovely ensemble. 

Tall, dark, and hand
some aptly describes the 
commcinding appearance of 
Wayne Hicks, Wayne is out
fitted in a popular attire 
of madras. This navy-blue 
madras shirt is neatly 

Complemented by beige,con
tinental - style slacks , 
The handsome Senior adds a 
madras belt and navy-blue 

socks which prove to be 

good-looking mates for the 
outfit, A navy-blue car

digan sweater adds to the 
attractive , high school 
ensemble, Weejuna are the 
shoes chosen by the per
sonable young man. Wayixe 
reveals good-taste and 
careful grooming in his 
selection of clothes.
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The Chi Sigma Club of 

Mt, Gilead donated to the 
school some money which 
was used to buy maps for 
the English departments. 
Five maps 'were bought 
which consist of a Ma^p of 
Literary Development of 
the United States, a Pic- 
toral Ma;p of Literary De
velopment of New England 
States, a Pictorial Maj) of 
Mediterranean Mythology 
and Classical Literature, 
and a Panorama of World 
Literature, These maps are 
very colorful and descrip
tive; thus enlighting and 
enlarg^> the view-point of 
the student upon the sub
ject, The faculty and stu
dents are very grateful 
for the

The Guidance araa has 
been attractively furnish

ed by the K, M. R, Club of 
Mount Gilead. Beautiful 
chairs and a trapezoid 
table have made the recep
tion area more inviting. 
The curtains,placed in the 
conference room this year, 
were furnished by the 
P, T. A.
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In keeping up with 

West Montgomery tradition, 
the seniors at West this 
year are in the process of 
deciding their class 
colors, motto, and gift to 
school. So far, they have 

chosen red and white as 
the colors.

The flowers are I'cd 
carnations. The m o t t o  

chosen is ” Rather than 
iove, than money, than


